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Summary of findings: 

This grant enabled me to travel to Munich and Regensburg to present the final 
version of a chapter on a monograph entitled Manuscripts of the Book of 
Revelation (Oxford University Press, 2020) at the Centre for Advanced Studies in 
Munich and the Beyond Canon Institute in Regensburg. These conversation deeply 
influenced the final shape of the book and helped to increase the scope of the 
critical discussion. 

Plans for continuing 
collaboration: 
 

I was made a fellow of the Beyond Canon Institute in Regensburg and we are 
developing plans for an extended research visit there in the coming years and we 
hope to develop exchange relationships for faculty and students between 
Regensburg and DCU. I am also continuing to collaborate with Martin Wallraff in 
Munich on two funded projects that I am leading in Dublin. 

Publication plans: This grant has enabled me to complete a major monograph and to begin to write a 
journal article on the paratexts of Gospel manuscripts. 

International dissemination: During this trip I have three presentations related to this publication: a paper at 
the Centre for Advanced Studies in Munich, a workshop on my related largescale 
research projects to the ParaTexBib project team in Munich, and to the Beyond 
Canon Institute in Regensburg. 

National dissemination: I have not given any papers related to this award in Ireland. 

Additional collaborations: I have collaborated with the Centre for Advanced Studies in Munich, the 
ParaTexBib research team in Munich, and the Beyond Canon Institute. This 
award has strengthened ongoing relationships with each of these international 
entities. 

Outreach: On this book, I have done no explicit public engagement activities. My recent ERC 
funding was mentioned in the Irish Times 
(https://www.irishtimes.com/news/education/ireland-secures-just-one-of-over-400-
european-research-grants-1.4017584) and the Journal 
(https://www.thejournal.ie/irish-researcher-million-new-testament-4798302-
Sep2019/). 
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